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INTRODUCTION  

Myths and Realities of an Office 2007 and Windows 7 Migration  
 

Myth:  You can make Office 2007 look and act just like Office 2003. 

Reality: Developers have created third-party tools that promise to make Office 2007 look 

and act like 2003, but choosing to install such add-ins to retain the familiar interface 

will diminish your Office 2007 migration return on investment. The new context-

sensitive interface enables users to finally find time-saving features they would have 

benefited from using two versions ago. Additionally, some options that are new to 

the version, such as the powerful picture tools and formatting previews, work only 

with the 2007 interface. 

 

Myth:  Office 2007 support needs fade within just a couple weeks of deployment. 

Reality: Providing support and training to information workers before, during and after 

deployment is crucial to early and sustained adoption. The new interface is 

designed to make people aware of features they never found in the old versions. 

Information workers will continue to discover these ―new‖ features for months after 

deployment – and they will need ongoing help using them. It is unreasonable to 

expect the help desk to have found and mastered the features that were so well 

hidden in previous versions of Office. Above-average migration call volume can be 

expected to last as long as six months, as call volume is linear throughout the 

migration. The peaks in volume will crest most noticeably during the initial 

installations. During months 1-3, call volume for ―how to‖ questions on Office 2007 

can spike to a 50 percent increase, drop to an average of 30 percent during 

months 4-6 and then continue to decline. 

 

Myth: Migrating to Office 2007 is like every other software upgrade or switchover. 

Reality: The application looks radically different and is a complete overhaul of the user 

interface. There are no menus and no toolbars. Many information workers won’t 

even be able to open files without training and assistance. In past upgrades, an 

information worker’s knowledge of how to get to the features in the previous 

version was 95 percent effective in the new version. For Office 2007, it is zero 

percent effective. 

 

Myth:  An Office 2007 migration can effectively be handled in-house. 

Reality: The magnitude of information worker support needs when Office 2007 hits a 

desktop environment virtually guarantees that internal IT staff will be overwhelmed. 

Besides the increased call volume, once the callers connect to IT, it is unlikely they 

will get the assistance they need; most help desk generalists do not have the 

knowledge, experience or training to solve the range of Office 2007 questions. An 

inundated help desk means longer hold times, more call backs, a higher call 

abandonment rate, increased downtime and decreased service levels.  

 

Myth:  An Office 2007 migration can cost-effectively be handled in-house. 

Reality: Unless the company makes a major investment in training help desk staff on Office 

2007 prior to deployment, IT will be in the same position as the information worker. 

Productivity may seize – especially in the IT department. Information workers at 

select Fortune 1000 companies that had on-demand access to a specialized 



Office 2007 migration partner during their companies' migrations were randomly 

surveyed and asked to quantify the amount of time they would have spent 

resolving their Office 2007 issues without the help of a specialized migration partner. 

The conclusion was that information workers will spend nearly three hours trying to 

troubleshoot these issues on their own. This equates to more than $48 for an 

employee who earns $35K per year, or about $140 for an executive-level worker. 

Minimizing the learning curve and reducing downtime will allow information workers 

to regain the confidence and knowledge necessary to remain productive.  

 

Myth:  In-house technicians are the best resource for operating system questions. 

Reality: In-house technicians are concerned with keeping the operating systems and 

computers working at their best (security, network availability, access and 

proprietary programs). End-users, however, care more about how the operating 

system can keep them working at their best and most productive (e.g., pinning 

items to the Windows 7 task bar to keep frequently used files and applications a 

click away, etc.).  

 

Myth:  Information workers will benefit from Windows 7 without training and support. 

Reality: A learning curve is guaranteed when information workers, or even an internal help 

desk staff, are faced with tools, applications or operating systems that look 

differently. A lack of proper training and support will prolong the adoption period. 

Maximizing the productivity increase — and resultant ROI — from the new tools in 

Windows 7 requires training in the theory and support in the practice of using the 

new tool.  

 

 

 
 

Eight Service Levels Needed to Prove Migration ROI 

 
IT leaders are expected to keep their IT infrastructures current, which may mean committing to an 

Office 2007 and Windows 7 migration. But as with any major investment, a company has the 

pressure and responsibility of proving the value behind that purchase. In the current economic 

climate, focus on ROI is doubled. Most IT leaders realize the mass undertakings of an Office 2007 

and Windows 7 deployment and are well aware of the areas that need to be assessed and 

addressed. As a result, IT leaders will seek the assistance of a third party. Market research has 

shown a diversity of support options and partnerships, including training companies, consulting 

firms, domestic and offshore outsourcers, and certified Microsoft migration launch partners. 

Whichever partner an IT leader chooses, the expectations surrounding cost, early adoption, limited 

downtime and maintained productivity levels should be a priority, as these will be the defining 

measure behind proving ROI.  

 

Providing on-demand, expert support and training to information workers before, during and after 

deployment is the key to a successful migration. Minimizing the learning curve will quickly enable 

employees to regain the confidence and knowledge necessary to remain productive. The 

following are identifiable staffing practices which can be directly tied to ROI: 

 

1. 1st Level Analyst Certification – Providing certified computer consultants (Microsoft Office 

2007 and Windows 7 Launch Partners) results in higher first-call resolution rates based on 

their core competencies on Office 2007 and Windows 7. Information workers are less likely 

to be placed on hold or passed through a tiered-level support structure. Applying a simple 

analogy, it is probable that the golfer playing five to six times a week will outperform 

someone who hits the links a few Sundays a month.  



2. Domestic vs. Offshore Staff – The ribbon and overall look of the Office 2007 and Windows 

interface and operating system compared to previous versions will test IT staff and 

information workers. Adding potential language barriers will no doubt raise the challenges. 

3. Maintain 24x7 and After-Hours Coverage – Forgo skeleton crews or lower-level support 

during off-hours and deliver constant world-class Office 2007 and Windows 7 support and 

training outlets throughout the entirety of deployment. Many organizations employ staff 

globally or remotely, in addition to the employees that work beyond a nine-to-five 

schedule. Don’t penalize end-users for working in a different time zone or after hours by 

providing less-than-stellar on-demand Office 2007 and Window 7 support and training. 

4. Deliver Advanced Level Office 2007 and Windows 7 Support – As IT leaders begin to see 

ROI during the early phases of the migration, information workers will have begun 

navigating their way around the ribbon and will begin finding additional and more 

advanced time-saving features. Support avenues should mirror these advanced-level 

requests and should not be treated with any less urgency than basic-level requests made 

during the initial migration phase. Tier-structured support models should still be avoided to 

keep service levels high and reduce information worker frustration and downtime. 

5. Number of Software and Mobile Device Applications Supported – Requiring a migration 

partner that is familiar with applications and mobile devices outside Office 2007 and 

Windows 7 can be critical to the complexity of Office 2007 and Windows 7 calls. Based on 

statistics collected over the past 18 months, many information workers begin their support 

requests by referring to what they could do in previous versions and want to see those 

same steps applied to this new version.* Additionally, Office 2007 and Windows 7 is just as 

often expected to work in correlation with other popular applications including BlackBerry 

and Windows Mobile. 

6. Training – Training before, during and after an Office 2007 and Windows 7 migration is a 

key element in measuring ROI. Everyone learns at a different pace, so having a multitude 

of training options is best, e.g., self-service, on-demand, web-based, individual and 

customized. Being able to identify and deliver targeted training needs, solution-based 

metrics and measureable productivity gains can justify several portions of an Office 2007 

and Windows 7 investment. 

7. Planning and Education – Many IT leaders admittedly lack the knowledge that 

encompasses an Office 2007 and Windows 7 migration assurance plan, hence the reach 

and popularity of migration partners. With this support and training investment and other 

day-to-day IT infrastructure responsibilities IT leaders are tasked with, a migration partner 

should be expected to deliver a simple, successful solution. Anticipated Office 2007 and 

Windows 7 migration assurance plans should include a readiness checklist, a project and 

deployment timeline, an information worker education awareness campaign, and world-

class support and training – all of which can be easily integrated into the existing IT 

infrastructure. 

8. Call Metrics – Downtime and productivity are key factors in proving ROI for any software or 

IT-related investment. The question to ask is: If IT leaders commit to purchasing new or 

updated hardware, servers, software, etc., how will it add value to the organization’s 

bottom line and how will these purchases affect business units? Downtime and productivity 

levels are two areas that can easily be quantified. With little effort, simple call statistics like 

response time, abandonment rate, hold times, and average first call overall resolution 

percentages can be measured and delivered. 
 

 

APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL OFFICE 2007 AND WINDOWS 7 RESOURCES 
 

Case Study: Consumer Good Industry - Office 2007 Migration Case Study 

http://www.pchelps.com/html/o2007migrationcasestudy.asp 

 

Office 2007 Migration Assurance Program Overview 

http://www.pchelps.com/html/o2007migrationoverview.asp 

http://www.pchelps.com/html/o2007migrationcasestudy.asp
http://www.pchelps.com/html/o2007migrationoverview.asp


 

Office 2007 Migration Readiness Checklist 

http://www.pchelps.com/html/o2007readinesschecklist.asp 

 

Office 2007 Migration Competitive Analysis 

http://www.pchelps.com/html/o2007competitiveanalysis.asp 

 

Windows 7 Migration Assurance Action Plan 

http://www.pchelps.com/html/map_actionplan.asp 

 

 

For more information about PC Helps Support, LLC, services, call (610) 668-3516 or visit the Web site 

at: www.pchelps.com. 

 

 

 

 

 
*Knowledge workers at 15 Fortune 1000 organizations (clients of PC Helps) were surveyed November 2008 through 

December 2009, and were asked to quantify the amount of time they would have spent resolving issues such as importing 

data into a file from another source in Access 2007, tracking changes in a Word 2007 document, repairing a damaged 

Excel 2007 file, and hundreds of other Office 2007-related software questions without the services of PC Helps Support, LLC. 
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